Keywords: gallium partitioning light elements accretion and differentiation of the Earth deep magma ocean Gallium concentration (normalized to CI chondrites) in the mantle is at the same level as that of lithophile elements with similar volatility, implying that there must be little to no gallium in Earth's core. Metal-silicate partitioning experiments, however, have shown that gallium is a moderately siderophile element and should be therefore depleted in the mantle by core formation. Moreover, gallium concentrations in the mantle (4 ppm) are too high to be only brought by the late veneer; and neither pressure, nor temperature, nor silicate composition has a large enough effect on gallium partitioning to make it lithophile. We therefore systematically investigated the effect of core composition (light element content) on the partitioning of gallium by carrying out metal-silicate partitioning experiments in a piston-cylinder press at 2 GPa between 1673 K and 2073 K. Four light elements (Si, O, S, C) were considered, and their effect was found to be sufficiently strong to make gallium lithophile. The partitioning of gallium was then modeled and parameterized as a function of pressure, temperature, redox and core composition. A continuous core formation model was used to track the evolution of gallium partitioning during core formation, for various magma ocean depths, geotherms, core light element contents, and magma ocean composition (redox) during accretion. The only model for which the final gallium concentration in the silicate Earth matched the observed value is the one involving a light-element rich core equilibrating in a FeO-rich deep magma ocean (>1300 km) with a final pressure of at least 50 GPa. More specifically, the incorporation of S and C in the core provided successful models only for concentrations that lie far beyond their allowable cosmochemical or geophysical limits, whereas realistic O and Si amounts (less than 5 wt.%) in the core provided successful models for magma oceans deeper that 1300 km. These results offer a strong argument for an O-and Si-rich core, formed in a deep terrestrial magma ocean, along with oxidizing conditions.
Introduction
The segregation of the Earth's crust, mantle and core are the primary geochemical differentiation events in the evolution of the planet, and their cumulative impact is recorded in the compositions of these reservoirs. Core formation occurred early in Earth history and the effects of this metal-silicate interaction can be observed in the mantle's siderophile element abundance patterns in which these elements are depleted relative to their concentrations in meteorites (Ringwood, 1966) . Similarly, seismic observations requiring incorporation of light elements in the core (Birch, 1952 (Birch, , 1964 may also be a product of metal-silicate equilibration.
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Numerous models of planetary accretion and core formation have been proposed, invoking single-stage and continuous core formation models over a range of P-T-fO 2 conditions (e.g. Thibault and Walter, 1995; Li and Agee, 1996; Righter et al., 1997; Gessmann and Rubie, 2000; Chabot et al., 2005; Wade and Wood, 2005; Corgne et al., 2008; Corgne et al., 2009; Mann et al., 2009; Cottrell et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) . These scenarios couple the geochemical evolution of the core and mantle. Ideally, successful models must reproduce both the siderophile element patterns in the silicate mantle and provide the necessary complement of light elements to the core required to reconcile its density deficit relative to iron. Many core-mantle segregation models are capable of reproducing mantle abundance patterns for moderately siderophile elements (Gessmann and Rubie, 2000; Wood et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011; Siebert et al., 2012) the addition of a late veneer is required to match the mantle concentrations of the highly siderophile elements, indicating that core-mantle segregation alone may not fully describe the evolution of these reservoirs (Ertel et al., 1996; Holzheid et al., 2000; Brenan and McDonough, 2009 ). In addition, dynamical models of the late-stage accretion of the Earth, invoking large impacts of various size and trajectory, often posit direct physical coalescence of the proto-Earth core with that of the impactor (Rubie et al., 2011) . This again may decouple the compositional evolution of the core and mantle. Nevertheless, single-stage and continuous core formation models provide a point of departure for consideration of the geochemical consequences of such events, with metal-silicate partitioning obtained over an appropriate range of P-T-fO 2 conditions specifying the required geochemical constraints.
The (1) that quantifies the exchange of an element, m with a valence n, and Fe between the silicate and Fe-metal phase; and has been studied by many investigators leading to parameterizations for numerous siderophile elements as a function of P-T-fO 2 -X conditions (Li and Agee, 1996; Wade and Wood, 2005; Corgne et al., 2008; Mann et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) . The Fe concentration of the mantle is a direct consequence of the oxygen fugacity evolution of the mantle (Fe metal + 1/2O 2 = FeO silicate ) and agreement with the current FeO concentration of the mantle provides an additional constraint on core formation models. The influence of oxygen fugacity on siderophile partitioning is widely appreciated. For instance, Wood et al. (2006) have proposed a continuous core formation model in which an initially reduced mantle is progressively oxidized during accretion, successfully capturing the mantle concentrations for numerous moderately siderophile elements. Another, more recently appreciated, factor is the influence of light element solubility in the metallic core-forming liquid on the activity coefficients of moderately siderophile elements in that liquid alloy (Wade and Wood, 2005; Corgne et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) . Corgne et al. (2009) , using the interaction parameter approach and thermodynamic data from the metallurgical literature, estimated the influence of light element solubility on siderophile element activity coefficients and metal-silicate partitioning, and were able to reconcile the mantle concentrations of moderately siderophile elements by single-stage core formation around IW-2. More recently, LH-DAC experiments at pressures and temperatures directly relevant to metal-silicate equilibration at the base of a deep magma ocean (about 1300 km) verified incorporation of oxygen in the metallic phase at relatively high concentrations (up to 5.5 wt.%) and demonstrated its influence on siderophile element partitioning (Siebert et al., 2013) .
Here, we investigate the effect of light elements (silicon, oxygen, sulfur and carbon) dissolved in the core-forming metallic liquid on the partitioning of gallium between metal and silicate. The concentration of gallium in the Earth's mantle (4 ppm) has been determined from ultramafic xenoliths (O'Neill and Palme, 1998) . Gallium is a moderately siderophile element found in abundance in the metal phase of iron meteorites (Scott and Wasson, 1975) . Despite its siderophile character, gallium in the Earth's mantle plots directly on the volatility trend of lithophile elements (McDonough, 2003) suggesting that it was not depleted by core formation.
Most of previous works on gallium metal-silicate partitioning by Corgne et al. (2008) , Mann et al. (2009) and Siebert et al. (2011) failed to account for the excess of Ga in the silicate Earth by core-mantle equilibration at high pressure and high temperature. Righter and Drake (2000) and Righter (2011) showed that required D Ga of the Earth could be accounted by core-mantle equilibration (at 30 GPa and 3230 • C), but at an oxygen fugacity of IW-1 not consistent with the present FeO content of the mantle. Also, unlike the highly siderophile elements (Au, Re, PGEs), gallium concentrations cannot be reconciled by invoking the addition of a late veneer (McDonough and Sun, 1995; Palme and O'Neill, 2003; Brenan and McDonough, 2009) as gallium concentration of the mantle would require a late veneer equivalent to ∼20% of the Earth's mass, while highly siderophile element concentrations require only 0.5% after core formation (Brenan and McDonough, 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) .
Here, we specifically consider the influence of light element solubility on gallium partitioning as a potential solution to this paradox. We investigated systematically the effect of light elements dissolved in metal on gallium partitioning between metal and silicate at low pressure and low temperature using an end load piston-cylinder apparatus. Following many previous studies (i.e. Gessmann et al., 2001; Wade and Wood, 2005; Mann et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) , our results have then been extrapolated at pressure and temperature relevant to core formation using a continuous core formation model to assess the influence of light elements trapped in the core on Ga partitioning. Those models include four realistic redox paths (from reduced to oxidized) that have been proposed in the literature to obtain a relevant partitioning of Ga between metal and silicate. Those simulations highlight the important effect of incorporating light elements into the metallic phase to decrease gallium partitioning, and illustrate that only scenarios of oxidizing conditions during Earth differentiation permit to reproduce gallium behavior on Earth, along with high pressure of equilibration. 
Metal-silicate partitioning
where gallium has a valence of 3+ (Drake et al., 1984; Schmitt et al., 1989; Capobianco et al., 1999; Jaeger and Drake, 2000; Righter and Drake, 2000; Righter, 2011; Righter et al., 2010) and iron 2+. The metal-silicate partition coefficient is the molar concentration ratio:
The equilibrium constant associated with reaction (2) is:
In equation (4), a is the activity of the different components, so that a i = γ i X i , where γ i is the activity coefficient and X i the mole fraction. Hereafter, we are using the approach proposed by Wade and Wood (2005) and used extensively in the literature (i.e. Corgne et al., 2008 Corgne et al., , 2009 Wood et al., 2009; Ricolleau et al., 2011; Siebert et al., 2011) to parameterize the equilibrium constant.
Taking logarithm of equation (4) Siebert et al. (2011) 
and
Values of ε j i
reported hereafter are at the reference temperature of 1873 K and extrapolated to run temperature following the approach proposed in the Steelmaking Data Sourcebook (The Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and The Nineteenth Committee on Steelmaking, 1988) :
where T 0 is the temperature at which the tabulated values applied and T the temperature of interest.
Experimental procedures
Metal-silicate partitioning experiments were performed in a 150-tons end-loaded piston-cylinder apparatus at 2 GPa and temperatures ranging between 1673 K and 2073 K. We used a 1/2 piston-cylinder vessel and BaCO 3 pressure cells with a graphite furnace and MgO capsule (see Siebert et al., 2011 for further description of the assembly). The assembly was wrapped in a thin lead foil to reduce friction loss and ensure easier extraction after quench. Temperature was measured and regulated using a type-D thermocouple (W 97 Re 3 /W 75 Re 25 ) contained in a 4-hole alumina ceramic sleeve and inserted axially above the capsule. Uncertainties for pressure and temperature are estimated to be around 0.1 GPa and 50 K respectively . At conditions of the present experiments both the silicate and the metallic phases were fully molten.
Starting silicate material consists of a natural MORB glass from mid-Atlantic ridge, finely ground and doped with high purity gallium oxide (Alfa Aesar puratronic©). Concentrations of Ga 2 O 3 varied from 2 wt.% to 5 wt.% for S-rich and Si-rich metallic compounds, respectively (see below and Table 1) .
Three different metal compositions were used in the experiments to systematically investigate the effect of sulfur, silicon and oxygen on the partitioning of gallium: sulfur-bearing runs contained a mixture of Fe + FeS (from 4.1 to 28 wt.% of S in the metallic phase of recovered samples); silicon-bearing runs contained a mixture of Fe + FeSi (from 1.38 to 16.39 wt.% of Si in the metallic phase of recovered samples) and finally Fe + FeS was mixed with FeSi to vary the redox conditions during the experiment, and, in turn, the amount of oxygen dissolved in the metallic (Table 1) . The quantity of oxygen in the metallic phase of the recovered run varied from 0.6 to 3.9 wt.%. Experiments at lower temperatures (1673 K) allowed us to separate the effect of sulfur from that of oxygen on the partitioning of gallium (see Sections 5 and 6 for details). Metal and silicate were mixed in a 1:3 ratio to produce the final starting materials. All the powders were finely ground under ethanol in an agate mortar to ensure homogeneity before loading in the MgO capsules.
For high temperature experiments (2073 K), run durations were typically ∼ 1 min, which is sufficient to reach chemical equilibrium and minimize the reaction of the silicate melt with the MgO capsule (Thibault and Walter, 1995; Corgne et al., 2008) . Experiments conducted at 1673 K were typically ∼10 min in duration to ensure chemical equilibration. See Section 4 for further discussion of equilibrium. The samples were quickly quenched by switching off the electric power and then slowly decompressed.
Analytical procedures
Recovered samples were mounted in epoxy, polished to 1 micrometer with diamond paste, and carbon coated for SEM and electron probe analysis. Electron microprobe analyses were performed on a JEOL JEM 9210 at LLNL and on a CAMECA SX-five or SX-100 at IPGP (service Camparis, Université Paris 6/IPGP) using an accelerating voltage of 15 keV and a beam current of 10 nA for major elements and 300 nA for gallium (in both silicate and metallic phase) and oxygen (in metallic phase). We used such a high current to improve counting statistics and obtain a better resolution on Ga and O measurements. Detection limit for Ga has thus been lowered to 40 ppm in the silicate phase. As both silicate and metallic melts quenched to heterogeneous assemblages of quench crystals, we used a raster box of 50 microns in the silicate phase Tables S1 and  S2 in supplementary materials, respectively. We performed transects in all our samples both in metallic and silicate phase. No compositional zoning was observed either in samples equilibrated at 1673 K during ten minutes, or 2073 K during one minute. This strongly supports that equilibrium was reached in the experiments. It is also consistent with previous studies (e.g. Thibault and Walter, 1995; Corgne et al., 2008) , which performed time series experiments at superliquidus conditions similar to those of our work and demonstrated attainment of equilibrium after few tens of seconds.
Experimental results
The samples consist of quench blebs of molten alloy surrounded by quenched silicate melt (see Fig. 1 for a typical run product at 2073 K). The nature of the quench assemblage varies with run temperature and composition. At the highest temperatures, dissolution of MgO capsule material in the sample enriched the basalt in MgO resulting in more pyrolitic composition that did not quench to glass. Lesser MgO dissolution in samples synthesized at 1673 K resulted in a homogeneous silicate glass on quench explaining the low standard deviation of theses EPMA analyses (Table S1 ). The S-rich metallic phase show dendritic textures. At higher S concentrations oxygen-containing blobs are observed in the metallic phase indicative of enhance oxygen solubility in metal for these compositions (see Fig. 3 ). Such features in metallic phase have been observed previously in the literature (e.g. Gessmann and Rubie, 1998; Mann et al., 2009) .
Our starting materials consisted in natural MORB doped at the wt.% level in Ga (2 or 5 wt.%). Consequently, high concentrations of gallium are observed in the metallic and silicate phases of our recovered samples. Nevertheless, previous studies from Drake et al. (1984) and showed a conformance to Henry's law across a large Ga concentration, both in the metallic and in the silicate phase. Thus, having samples containing a large amount of Ga will not compromise our capacity to apply our results to core formation scenarios. As the present experiments were performed at a single pressure and only two temperatures, the discussion focuses primarily on the influence of the light elements on Ga partitioning. Also, as the influence of carbon was not specifically considered here, results of Siebert et al. (2011) are included in subsequent discussion and parameterizations to provide a more complete analysis of the influence of the most likely light elements in the Earth's core (Table 2).
Experiments carried out with only silicon in the metallic phase show a clear effect of this element on gallium partitioning. Increase of silicon content in the metallic phase decreases systematically the metal-silicate partitioning of Ga by more than an order of magnitude over the range of composition (up to 16wt.% of Si in the (Fe, Si alloy)).
A previous experimental work of Chabot et al. (2010) focused on the effect of silicon on the partitioning of various trace elements (Ga, Au, Pt, . . .) between two metallic liquids in the ternary (Fe, Si, S) system. In their experiments, they demonstrated strong silicon avoidance for gallium in qualitative agreement with our results. Adding silicon to the metallic phase resulted in lowering redox conditions in the samples by reducing FeO from the silicate according to:
This is not problematic for determining gallium partitioning, as we are using log K D that intrinsically normalizes by the quantity of FeO.
As the only parameter that changes from one run to another is the quantity of silicon in the metallic phase, thermodynamic interaction parameter of silicon has been calculated (see Section 6). Our data are coherent with data from the literature (Mann et al., 2009) when corrected for gallium valence.
As presented in Fig. 3 , runs containing sulfur (at 2073 K) resulted in enhanced incorporation of oxygen, as indicated by the presence of FeO-rich phases in the quenched metal, and is consistent with previous results (Hillgren and Boehler, 1998; . To separate the effect of these elements on gallium partitioning, we performed experiments at lower temperature (1673 K) and same pressure (2 GPa) to reduce oxygen incorporation in the metallic phase. Decreasing the temperature of our experiments does not have an important effect on gallium partitioning, as temperature does not affect gallium partitioning (Mann et al., 2009; Righter et al., 2010; Siebert et al., 2011) .
It is clear from our experiment that both sulfur and oxygen influence gallium partitioning. Indeed, in our low-temperature runs containing negligible oxygen, the value of log K D is always higher than that determined at 2073 K when higher concentrations of oxygen are present. We first determine the value of ε S Ga thanks to our experiments HP-BT1-5 containing no oxygen in the metallic phase, then corrected from this effect the value of log K D calculated for experiments MORB FeS 1-14 and MORB FeSSi 5-11.
Table 3
Literature data used to performed multi regression in order to determine the values of a, b and c and Mann et al., 2009 (b) ). 
Thermodynamic parameterization
The thermodynamic formalism developed above (equation (7) (Drake et al., 1984; Capobianco et al., 1999; Jaeger and Drake, 2000; Righter and Drake, 2000; Righter et al., 2010; Schmitt et al., 1989; Righter, 2011) We find that the temperature term b is not statistically significant (b = 954 ± 2982), as has been noted previously (Mann et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2011) . We finally obtain:
Values in bracket are 1-sigma uncertainties on the parameters. We used a rearranged version of equation (7) to determine values of interaction parameters (ε Tables 1 and 2 ). Errors are smaller than the symbol size when not visible. our experiments containing no light elements in the metallic phase but various amount of Ga (6 and 2.5 wt.%, see Fig. 2) .
We obtained the following interaction parameters, normalized to the metallurgy standard temperature of 1873 K using equation (10), with their associated uncertainties in brackets: The large effect of oxygen observed on Ga partitioning disagrees with the work of Chabot et al. (2014) where Ga partitioning is poorly affected by the presence of O in the metallic phase. Nevertheless, in their study they investigate Ga partitioning between two immiscible metallic liquids instead of metal-silicate partitioning as we performed in this study.
Core formation models
The adequacy of a core formation model is typically assessed by its success in predicting the partitioning of a particular element between the bulk silicate Earth and the core. Gallium concentration in the bulk silicate Earth is 4 ppm (O'Neill and Palme, 1998 ). An estimate of the quantity of gallium in the Earth's core can be obtained via mass balance assuming a chondritic bulk Earth. CI chondrites contains 9.8 ppm gallium, EH chondrites 16.7 ppm and ordinary chondrites contain on average 6 ppm Ga (Lodders and Fegley, 1998 Lodders and Fegley, 1998; McDonough and Sun, 1995) , we can estimate the abundance of gallium in the core. For a CI-like Earth, we predict a core containing 2.4 ± 1.9 ppm of Ga; and for a EH-like Earth, a core containing 5.3 ± 2.3 ppm of Ga. We also calculated the bulk composition of the Earth in Ga depending on which chondrite is considered and taking into account volatility effect. For a CI-like Earth, we estimated a Ga content of 3.5 ± 0.7 ppm and 4.4 ± 0.8 ppm for an EH-like Earth.
We can then calculate the resulting
Eq. (3): assuming a CI chondrite Earth leads to D Ga = 0.6 (±0.5), while an EH chondrite Earth results in D Ga = 1.3 (±0.6). Those two values include uncertainties on the composition of BE in Ga and Na, along with their respective abundances uncertainties in meteorites (CI and EH). Following McDonough and Sun (1995) , we estimated that the uncertainties associated with the abundance of gallium on the BSE as 10%, and for chondrite 5%. The core-mantle concentration ratio is the effective global partition coefficient, and constitutes the geochemical target used to assess our models.
Core formation was modeled as a succession of events occurring while the Earth accretes, where molten metal segregates and equilibrates at the base of a magma ocean. In this scenario, the P-T conditions at the base of the magma ocean evolve as the Earth grows (Wade and Wood, 2005) . The Earth is accreted in 1% mass steps and the core-to-mantle mass ratio remained fixed at all steps and equal to the present-day value of 0.47 (Wade and Wood, 2005; Ricolleau et al., 2011; Siebert et al., 2012 Siebert et al., , 2013 . At each step, metal and silicate equilibrate at the base of the magma ocean, and then the metal is removed to the core. Our thermodynamic model is used to estimate the partitioning of gallium between the core and silicate melt at each step in the core formation model, calculating D Ga for different final pressures of equilibration and different redox paths.
Models include final magma ocean pressures from 30 GPa to 70 GPa. Pressure at the base of the magma ocean evolves as the Earth grows and pressure at each step i is given by:
with P final the final pressure at the base of the magma ocean and M(i) the accreted mass fraction at step i.
To be consistent with the magma ocean hypothesis, the temperature at its base must lie between the mantle solidus and liquidus.
For the first modeling presented in this paper (Fig. 4) , two different geotherms were used: a warm liquidus from Fiquet et al. (2010) , and a cool liquidus from the average of Fiquet et al. (2010) and Andrault et al. (2011) .
In the literature, tremendous efforts have been carried out to better constraints the conditions under which differentiation of the Earth occurred in terms of redox conditions. Two scenarios are in direct opposition: the reduced versus the oxidized scenario. In the first one (especially support by works of Wade and Wood, 2005; Wood et al., 2006 and Rubie et al., 2011) , Earth accretion is proposed to have taken place from highly reduced to more oxidized conditions toward the end. On the contrary, the second one (supported by Righter and Ghiorso, 2012 and Siebert et al., 2013) suggests that the building blocks of the Earth evolved from oxidized to reduced during the course of accretion. For now, the debate on the redox conditions during Earth accretion is still ongoing. Nevertheless, in the past decades, the first scenario has received more attention in the literature.
To better constrain the redox history during accretion/core formation four different fO 2 paths and their effect on gallium partitioning are considered. In this study, we fixed an a priori FeO evolution during core formation and the FeO content in the mantle varied linearly throughout accretion. The final FeO content of the mantle is always fixed to the present-day value of 8 wt.%. Model A considers reduced conditions (initial FeO is 0.8 wt.%), Model B a constant redox scenario (8 wt.% FeO), Model C and D are for oxidizing conditions with initial FeO at 11 wt.% and 24 wt.%, respectively. As stated earlier in the text, there is yet no consensus on which redox scenario occurred during Earth differentiation, thus we explore here a wide range of magma ocean redox to best test all hypothesis. In the following, the pressure range of core formation has been calculated based on nickel and cobalt metal-silicate partitioning experiments from the literature; and is represented Fig. 4 as the light grey area.
The uncertainties on all thermodynamic parameters (a, c, ε
Ga and ε C Ga ) were propagated to obtain D Ga , using Monte Carlo simulation. We calculated 10 5 samples of D Ga randomly sampling the thermodynamic parameters from normal distributions with the means and standard errors associated with each parameter. The average and standard deviation on the randomly sampled D Ga were calculated to obtain the mean value and the 1-sigma uncertainty on D Ga (Fig. 4) . To assess the influence of light elements on gallium partitioning, two independent sets of calculation were performed: one where the metal was constrained to be pure Fe, and another where the amount of silicon and oxygen were calculated self-consistently from metal-silicate phase equilibration using published thermodynamic models (Siebert et al., 2013) . The values of D Ga for a pure Fe core (i.e. without light elements) do not reproduce the target Earth value regardless of pressure, redox, or temperature (Fig. 4,  dashed line) .
Including silicon and oxygen in the metallic phase result in lowering the value of D Ga whatever the redox path that is considered. Nevertheless, the terrestrial target defined previously is only achieved in the case of very oxidizing condition (Fig. 4D with FeO varying from 24 to 8 wt.% in the mantle) and at high pressure ( P > 50 GPa).
Finally, we consider the influence of carbon and sulfur. Following Dasgupta et al. (2013) , the amount of carbon that can enter the core is fixed at a maximum value of 0.2 wt.%. We also consider a core containing 2 wt.% sulfur, the maximum suggested by Dreibus and Palme (1996) . Addition of both carbon and sulfur results in lower values of D Ga , for a fixed concentration of Si and O. This implies that a C-and S-bearing core would require less Si and O to match gallium concentrations in the mantle, at a fixed magma ocean depth. Alternatively, adding C and S to the core at constant Si and O concentration would satisfy mantle gallium concentration in a shallower magma ocean. At any rate, the effect of S and C, Fig. 4 . The final D Ga after continuous core formation as a function of magma ocean final pressure (i.e. depth) for different redox conditions. The four quadrats correspond to four redox paths during accretion. Dark blue (A) is for reduced conditions (from initial FeO at 0.8 wt.%), red (B) is for a constant FeO equal to present, blue (C) is for oxidizing conditions starting at 11 wt.% and green (D) is a more oxidizing path with initial FeO at 24 wt.%. Final FeO is always fixed to the present-day value of 8 wt.% and the evolution is linear between initial and final. O and Si in the core are calculated self-consistently. The curve labeled as "no light elements" stands for a continuous core formation model in which no light element is incorporated in the growing core. The full line stands for the mean between the warm and the cool liquidus Andrault et al., 2011) , the shaded area stands for the uncertainty associated with the mean. The dotted line is the mean calculated for a core containing an additional 2 wt.% S and 0.2 wt.% C. The line labeled as "Terrestrial value" is the upper bond of the estimate D Ga on Earth, taking into account uncertainties on the concentration of Ga and Na in bulk Earth and in meteorites (either CI or EH). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) when their concentration in the core is limited to generally accepted cosmochemical and geophysical limits, does not drastically change the conclusion that Si and O are required in the core.
To account for gallium metal-silicate partitioning, our models require a deep magma ocean, with a final pressure of at least 50 GPa together with oxidizing conditions. This pressure is coherent with what has been proposed in the literature for the last pressure of equilibration (Wade and Wood, 2005; Siebert et al., 2013; Walter and Trønnes, 2004; Bouhifd and Jephcoat, 2011; Siebert et al., 2012) .
To further quantify the effect of light elements on gallium partitioning, we calculated the light-element concentration thresholds where D Ga falls in the terrestrial target calculated above (i.e. D Ga = 0.6 (±0.5) for CI chondrites and D Ga = 1.3 (±0.6) for EH chondrites). Here, the Si and O concentrations were not calculated from experimentally determined partition coefficients, but rather fixed from the start, hence becoming additional input parameters to the model. A systematic investigation was undertaken where the quantity of oxygen and silicon in the core was varied independently from 0 to 20 wt.% for silicon and 0 to 12 wt.% for oxygen by 1% steps, generating a square O-Si composition grid of 1024 possibilities. The continuous core formation models were run for each of these compositions, at different magma ocean depths, redox and with and without additional 2 wt.% sulfur and 0.2 wt.% carbon in the core (Dreibus and Palme, 1996; Dasgupta et al., 2013) . We used the average of two geotherms proposed in the literature in our calculations to compute the temperature at each pressure stage Andrault et al., 2011) .
For the sake of clarity, the O and Si thresholds for which D Ga satisfies the terrestrial mantle observable are presented at a single pressure of 50 GPa in Fig. 5 . This high pressure is coherent with the one derived from our previous modeling (Fig. 4) .
The colored area defines the frontier between allowed and nonallowed D Ga domains, i.e. area where a certain combination of Si and O with or without S and C can account for terrestrial D Ga . The upper limit represents solutions where no S and C were added, whereas the lower one stands for the S-and C-rich core (respectively 2 and 0.2 wt.%).
Under highly reducing conditions (Fig. 5A with FeO content of the mantle ranging from 0.8 to 8 wt.% during the course of accretion) such as those found in enstatite chondrites (around IW-4), silicon is the main light element in the core. In this case, very high silicon concentrations (>12 wt.%) are needed to satisfy the gallium partitioning constraints. Such high concentrations are difficult to reconcile with the seismological observed density deficit in the core. Combined seismological and mineral-physics constraints on inner-core composition limit the maximum silicon The higher O and Si, the closer D Ga is to the target value. The two domains (matching and non-matching composition) are separated by the colored area, corresponding to no S and C in the core for its upper bond, and for an additional 2 wt.% S and 0.2 wt.% C in the core for its lower bond. The four quadrats correspond to four redox paths during accretion. Dark blue (A) is for reduced conditions (from initial FeO at 0.8 wt.%), red (B) is for a constant FeO equal to present, blue (C) is for oxidizing conditions starting at 11 wt.% and green (D) is a more oxidizing path with initial FeO at 24 wt.%. Final FeO is always fixed to the present-day value of 8 wt.% and the evolution is linear between initial and final. The temperature at the base of the magma ocean is fixed to the mean of the two geotherm proposed by Fiquet et al. (2010) and Andrault et al. (2011) . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) concentrations in the core to 2-3.5 wt.% (Antonangeli et al., 2010; Badro et al., 2007) . First principles calculations (Badro et al., 2014) of outer-core composition have proposed that the core can contain no more than 4.5 wt.% silicon. In the case of an EHchondrite Earth, this would require a minimum of 3.5 wt.% oxygen (Fig. 5A ) to satisfy the Ga constraint. Incorporating that much oxygen in such reducing conditions is inconsistent with experimental observations (Ricolleau et al., 2011; Tsuno et al., 2013; Siebert et al., 2013) . Relaxing that constraint and allowing up to 8 wt.% Si in the core would still require 2 wt.% oxygen, a value inconsistent with experimental observation.
Homogeneous accretion at constant redox also requires unrealistic quantity of oxygen and silicon to be dissolved in the metallic core (Fig. 5B) . Indeed, assuming again a core containing 4.5 wt.% of silicon would result in an incorporation of at least 6 wt.% of oxygen, which is above geophysical estimates (Badro et al., 2014) .
In the case of slightly oxidizing conditions (Fig. 5C , with FeO content of the mantle varying from 11 to 8 wt.%), a high quantity of light element is also needed. As can be read in Fig. 5C , with 8 wt.% of silicon entering the core, an additional 3 wt.% of oxygen would still be required to account for gallium metal-silicate partitioning. As discussed earlier, such a high quantity of light elements in the core is not coherent either with experimental constrains nor ab initio calculation (Tsuno et al., 2013; Siebert et al., 2013; Badro et al., 2014) .
Accretion under more oxidizing condition elegantly solves this conundrum (Fig. 5D ). Assuming the core can contain no more than 4.5 wt.% Si (Badro et al., 2014) , highly oxidized accretion requires about 1 wt.% oxygen in the core. Supposing the core contains less silicon, for example 2 wt.% as suggested by Antonangeli et al. (2010) , which is coherent with scenario of oxidizing conditions, would imply a reasonable quantity of oxygen to be dissolved in the metallic phase (i.e. about 2 wt.%). Those content of silicon and oxygen are well within the range of what has been proposed in the literature from metal-silicate partitioning experiments (Takafuji et al., 2005) and ab initio calculation (Badro et al., 2014) . Thus, this model is consistent with the Si and O concentrations in a metal in equilibrium with a silicate at high FeO content (about 20 wt.%). Therefore, the only way to explain the high Ga concentrations in the Bulk Silicate Earth along with O and Si concentrations that satisfy experimental observation, is to segregate the core in a deep magma ocean that is more oxidizing than the presentday mantle, as has been proposed on the basis of the depletion of other siderophile elements (Siebert et al., 2013) . We point out that experimental results of this study come from piston-cylinder experiments and do not cover the full range of extreme P and T conditions of core formation process. Systematic study of Ga partitioning at higher pressure and temperature using the diamond anvil cell technique and laser heating is required to validate models presented here.
Conclusion
We have shown from metal-silicate partitioning experiments that gallium concentrations in the mantle can be reconciled with core formation scenarios if the core contains light elements, solving a long-standing conundrum. Our models show that coremantle equilibrium must have occurred at minimum pressure of 50 GPa, strengthening the hypothesis of a deep magma ocean (Li and Agee, 1996) during Earth differentiation. Models where the core contains no light elements fail to reproduce gallium concentration in the mantle. On the other hand, varying amounts of silicon and oxygen yield satisfactory models only in the case of oxidizing conditions. This conclusion is independent of sulfur and carbon concentrations up to maximum suggested values of 2 and 0.2 wt.% in the core, respectively. The silicon content at low redox often falls above the acceptable valued for the present-day core, and violates the observations from radial seismological models (Badro et al., 2014) . The silicon and oxygen concentrations at low, to medium redox are not sufficient to obtain a final gallium concentration compatible with mantle observables, even if equilibrium took place at very high pressure. Conversely, highly oxidizing conditions (magma ocean FeO concentration >19 wt.%) yielding higher amounts of Si and O in the core allow the matching of mantle concentration at high pressures of equilibration. Therefore, our conclusions strongly favor oxidizing conditions during core formation. Direct experiments at high pressure (40-70 GPa) are under way in the laser-heated diamond anvil cell to confirm this trend.
